
Genie Plus
Quick Start Guide





We really encourage you to check out the full 
manual to get lots more information. We've 
included information on suggested pump 
routines, replacing parts and lots more to 
give you a good grounding in using your 
breast pump.

If you've used a breast pump before, or you're in a hurry then 
feel free to go straight to the 'Getting started' section within 
this manual. This contains basic information on prepping your 
pump and accessories for use and operating the pump.

We release new features, make improvements and update 
manuals all the time! To make sure you have the latest 
version, go to pumpables.co/manuals
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Getting help
Working out using a breast pump and breastfeeding while you 

care for a newborn is hard work and you don't need to do it alone. 

You are very welcome as part of the Pumpables community. If
you need help, please get in touch. 

Email 
hello@pumpables.co 

Need help or have a 

question? Send us an email 

and we will get right back. 

Community 
pumpables.co/community 

Get support, tips and feed

back from other mamas in 

Pumpables Community on 

Facebook. 

Facebook Chat 
fb.com/pumpables 

Find us on Facebook and 

send us a message. Easiest 

method for busy mamas! 

Fitting Room 
pumpables.co/fittingroom 

Get a second opinion on 

your shield fit & positioning 

from the Pumpables team. 

Warranty/ Faulty Issues 
If you suspect a fault or something isn't right, email our 

customer service at hello@pumpables.co or fill out the 

claim form at pumpables.co/warranty. We prioritise 

warranty support and we will get back to you straight 
away. 



We’ll guide you through getting to know your Genie Plus later in 
this manual, but for now, here’s a list of everything that’s included 
with your pump. 

Pump unit Charger

Breastshield 21mm / 24mm / 27mm

Connector x2

Tubing x2

Membrane x2
Backflow Protector
Top Piece x2

Backflow Protector
Bottom Piece x2

Duck Valve x2 Bottle x2

Bottle Collar x2 Teat x2 Bottle Sealing Disc x2

x2

Bottle Cap x2
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Get to know your 
Genie Plus

Memory Mode
Record and play your own program

Power
Genie Plus is plugged into power

Battery
Up to 2.5 hours of battery life

Massage Mode
Fast mode to trigger letdown

Expression Mode
Mode with three speed levels to
keep the milkflow going

On / Off Button
Turn Genie Plus on to start pumping

Mode Button
Swap between Expression mode 
and Massage mode

Vacuum Level
Genie Plus has 10 vacuum levels

Vacuum and Speed Level Button
Increase and decrease vacuum with the + and - buttons. 
In expression mode, you can set the cycle speed for each
vacuum level by holding the + or - button for 1 sec.

08:084
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Breastshield

Choose one of the three 
sizes that fits you best

Backflow Protector

Prevents milk from backflowing 
down tubing, protecting the 
motor and tubing from moisture

Connector

Connects the breastshield and 
backflow protector to the bottle

Duck Valve

This part helps create a vacuum. 
It’s fragile, handle it carefully!

Bottle

Pumpables wide-neck bottle

Get to know your
Genie kit
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Always use a backflow 
protector with your pump. Use 
without may damage the pump 
and void warranty 

& 
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&        Always use a backflow protector with your Genie Plus, use 
without will void warranty of the pump.
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CLICK

08:084
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You can start using your 
pump right away out of the box. 
Once it's time to 
recharge, charging time is 
approximately 90 minutes. 

You can use the pump while charging.

When assembling the adaptor, 
make sure it clicks into place. 

Plug into pump. 

Fully charged

75-100% (third bar blinking)

50-75%

25-50%

0-25% (first bar blinking)
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How to assemble a Genie kit



Attach the silicone duck valve to the 
underside of the connector

Attach the breastshield to the connector. 
Not sure which size you need? Use our 
measurement tool at:
pumpables.co/measure

Screw the milk collection bottle into 
the connector

Assemble the backflow protector by 
attaching the membrane to the bottom 
piece and then attach the top piece 

Now you can connect the tubing to 
the top piece of the backflow 
protector and to the Genie Plus.

Don’t forget to cover the unused 
airport if you’re single pumping!

Fit the stem of the bottom piece of 
the backflow protector into the 
connector.
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Understanding the 
controls

Press  to turn on Genie Plus 
and start pumping

Start Genie Plus

Increase the vacuum level with  and decrease it with 

Change vacuum level

00:10

6
00:10
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Press         to swap between 
Expression and Massage mode

Switch between modes

00:08
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Vacuum Range
Cycle Speed (Expression Mode)
Cycle Speed (Massage Mode)
Net Weight
Warranty
Battery Life
Time to Charge
Motor Life
Country of Origin
Certification
Color
Pump Type
Dimensions
Power Supply
Material
Voltage Input
Voltage Output
Battery Type

20 - 300 mmHg
24 - 70 CPM (variable)

71 CPM
220 g (0.49 lbs)

2 Years
2.5 Hours
1.5 Hours

350 Hours
South Korea
, ISO 13485

Blue and White
Single or Double

33mm x 49mm x 95mm (5.24 in x 1.93 in x 3.74 in)
Lithium-Ion Battery or AC Adapter

Plastic
100 ~ 240 Vac 50/60 Hz 0.8A

12 Vdc, 2A
Lithium-Ion Battery

2460

 EC Rep : Obelis s.a
Bd. Général Wahis 53

1030 Brussels, BELGIUM
Telephone: + (32) 2. 732.59.54

Fax.: + (32) 2.732.60.03

Milk Genie-ENG-OG-AUS-R01








